
The First People’s Hospital of

Foshan in Guandong Province

was the site of my overseas

clinical attachment during the

summer of 2007. Guangdong is

the most populous province in

China, with a population of more

than 110 million people.

My first and lasting impression

was of the congested traffic through the hospital. There were

extensive queues, people sleeping on chairs and on the floor, and

stretchers and beds parked along hallways. Beyond the official

1,300 beds in the hospital, there were at least another 800 in

corridors and in corners. Even with six elevators, people were

inevitably pressed against the rear panel every day. Passengers

packed elevators until the maximum weight alarm sounded.

The disparities that distinguish the hospital system in China from

those in the West fundamentally stem from the sheer number of

patients – the outpatient clinic may treat up to 9,000 patients a

day. On average, a doctor sees 100-120 patients daily, and each

patient is allotted three to five minutes for consultation,

diagnosis, and prescription. It is, therefore, not uncommon for

doctors to utilise closed-ended questions and occasionally

complete patient inputs in the interest of maintaining the 

patient flow.

Despite such practices, the medical training that Chinese doctors

receive is similar to that in the West. They are taught about

communication skills, and establishing rapport with patients.

These are familiar concepts, but impractical given the volume of

demand, and the limited resources. If the Western practices and

standards were applied, I estimate that over half the patients

would have to be discharged.

Surprisingly, given the brief consultation sessions, misdiagnosis

does not seem to ensue in the majority of cases. This may be due

to the fact that patients see specialists directly – general

practitioners as we know them are non-existent. In addition, the

number of patients seen by each doctor results in significant

clinical experience; therefore, history taking is concise 

but efficient.

The greatest myth about Chinese hospitals is probably that

hygiene standards are low. In general, they are similar to any

other hospital: the general surroundings and facilities are very

clean and tidy, bed sheets are washed and changed, and

medical equipment is properly sterilised. However, due to the

immense volume of traffic in the hospital, it is difficult to

maintain a consistently clean environment. The stench from the

washrooms intensified every couple of hours between cleaning

sessions. People filled the corridors, and constantly generated

litter, often discarding cigarette butts across the floors.

Cockroaches were not an uncommon sight.

The seven weeks I spent in this hospital were an invaluable

experience. Not only was it a great opportunity for exposure to

familiar and unfamiliar cases and pathology, but there were also

numerous opportunities for practical experience. I was asked to

perform a paracentesis on an elderly patient on the second day.

Even with my limited knowledge and clinical experience, the

SHO confidently guided me through the procedure. Following

that, there were numerous opportunities for hands-on

experience, from removing central venous lines, to assisting in

cardiovascular surgeries. There appears to be no major

distinctions between the responsibilities of a second-year

medical student and a resident, which raises serious questions

about medical ethics in China. 
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